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Given a subcanonical curve r in P3, we study conditions under which r is 
directly linked to another subcanonical curve r’. We show that this happens when 
the rank 2 bundle E associated to r admits a surjection U: @“O+( -a,) + E, 
a, E Z. We give an explicit construction of such a r starting with surjection u and 
we prove that the numbers ai appearing in ZA are uniquely determined by E: this 
implies that we have at most 3 possibilities for the numerical characters of a sub- 
canonical curve directly linked to K 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let r and r be curves in the projective 3-space over the complex field; r 
and r are “directly linked” if F is the residue of r with respect to a com- 
plete intersection of 2 surfaces; r and r are “linked” if there is a chain of 
direct linkages which leads from r to r’. Linkage is an equivalence relation 
among curves in P' which recently grew in interest because of its 
applications to the theory of curves (see [P-S, R] ). 
A curve Tc P’ whose canonical class is O,(e) for some e E Z is called 
“subcanonical.” Subcanonical curves behave in a very particular way with 
respect to linkages: it was classically proved by G. Gherardelli (see [G]) 
that a smooth curve r’ is directly linked to a subcanonical curve r if and 
only if it is ideally the intersection of 3 surfaces, that is, the ideal I, is 
generated point by point by 3 sections or, equivalently, if and only if there 
is a surjection O3 O,,( -a,) + Zr, USE Z. In [R], Rao gave a modern 
proof of this theorem, even for singular curves. 
This paper examines what happens in the above situation when also F is 
subcanonical, that is, when we have 2 subcanonical curves directly linked 
among each other. Examples of this situation can be easily found: every 
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complete intersection curve is subcanonical and directly linked to other 
complete intersection curves; for more complicated examples involving 
non-complete intersection curves see 1.2, 2.8, and Section 3. 
If r is a subcanonical curve, then its normal bundle can be extended to a 
rank 2 vector bundle E on P3 (see [H 11) and r is the O-locus of a section 
of E; conversely if the O-locus of a section of a rank 2 bundle over P3 has 
codimension 2, it is a subcanonical curve. Geometric properties of sub- 
canonical curves correspond to properties of the associated bundle, so we 
should expect that if Y and f are directly linked subcanonical curves, then 
their associated bundles have some peculiarities: our aim is to study these 
peculiarities; to this end, we produce a classification of rank 2 bundles in 
which a class is formed by bundles associated to directly linked sub- 
canonical curves. 
Let E be a rank 2 bundle; we define “generalized section” of E any 
s E p( E(u)) for some a E Z; any such s gives a map O,I( -a) -+ E and we 
say that generalized sections sr ,..., s, “generate” E if the induced map 
0” O,J( -ai) + E (.si E E(q)) is surjective; we say that E is “k-generated” if
it can be generated by k and not less generalize sections and we classify 
vector bundles of rank 2 accordingly to the number k above. This 
classification is more intrinsic than the (maybe more obvious) one based 
on the minimum number (if it exists) of global sections generating E: in 
fact, for instance, this last is not able to distinguish bundles of very different 
structure as decomposable and indecomposable ones (see 1.2), while in our 
classification the decomposable bundles are precisely the 2-generated 
bundles. 
One can prove that in P3 no rank 2 bundle is 3-generated, while a 
“general” rank 2 bundle is S-generated. It remains to examine 4-generated 
bundles. Our result is (see Theorem 2.2): 
THEOREM. Let r be a noncomplete intersection subcanonical curve, 
O-locus of the global section s of a bundle E. r is directly linked to another 
subcanonical curve if and only f E is 4-generated and s is a member of a 
system of 4 generators (i.e., there exist generalized sections s,, s2, s3 of E 
which, together with s, generate E). 
So, returning to our starting point, if 2 subcanonical curves are directly 
linked, then their associated bundles are 4-generated; the converse is false: 
the O-locus of a generalized section s of a 4-generated bundle need not to 
be directly linked to any subcanonical curve, unless s is a member of a 
system of 4 generators; in the paper we give an explicit construction of 
these linked subcanonical curves and their linkages in terms of the bundle 
E and its generalized sections. 
Next, given a 4-generated bundle E, we turn our attention to the num- 
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bers ai appearing in a surjection @ 4 O,j( -ai) J+ E. Our main result is 
that even if E may have many surjections as u above, nevertheless the als 
are fixed: they depend only on the bundle and not on the surjection. These 
numbers correspond to intrinsic numerical invariants of E (e.g., putting 
a, < a2 < a3 < a4, we have that a, is the least integer such that E(a,) has a 
nonzero global section and a4 is the least integer such that E(a,) is 
generated by global sections) (see Theorem 2.14). 
This has also some consequence on curves: we can see that, although a 
subcanonical curve Z may be directly linked to infinitely many sub- 
canonical curves r’, we have at most 3 possibilities for the numerical 
characters (degree, genus and the whole postulation, that is the sequence of 
integers Zz’(O,j(n)) -Zz”(Zp(n))) of r’, so we may say that Z’ is directly 
linked to other subcanonical curves of no more than 3 “types.” For 
instance, all the subcanonical curves which are directly linked to a disjoint 
pair of lines are themselves a disjoint pair of lines or their degeneration to a 
double line on a quadric. 
Finally, we point out that if E is a 4-generated bundle, then not all 
generalized sections of E are members of a system of 4 generators, but if 
this happens for a section SE fl(E(a)), then also a general element of 
l?(E(a)) has this property. In other words, if s has a O-locus which is 
directly linked to another subcanonical curve, then the same is true for a 
general element of the vector space @(E(a)) (see Proposition 2.21). 
Section 1 is devoted to a preliminary study of 4-generated bundles. Sec- 
tion 2 contains the core of the paper, with all the main results quoted 
above; the correspondence between directly linked subcanonical surves and 
4-generated bundles allows us to translate results on 4-generated bundles in 
terms of this kind of curves and vice-versa; we choose through the paper to 
give our statements on bundles, remarking when necessary their con- 
sequences on curves. Section 3 is devoted to examples. 
The author whishes to thank E. Ballico and P. Valabrega for fruitful dis- 
cussions on the subject of the paper. 
0. NOTATIONS AND CONVENTIONS 
All the sheaves we consider in this paper are defined over the projective 
3-space over the complex field. 
(i) With the word “curve” we shall indicate any (even reducible and 
not reduced) locally complete intersection subscheme of P3 of equidimen- 
sion 1. 
If Y is a curve in P3 such that its dualizing sheaf is 0 y(a) for some a E Z, 
then Y is called “subcanonical.” Such a Y is a O-locus of a global section s 
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of a rank 2 vector bundle E on P’. If I, is the ideal sheaf of Y, we have an 
exact sequence 
0 + O,I -+ E-+ Z,(c) --t 0, (1) 
where c = c,(E) and the degree of Y is precisely c2(E). 
Conversely, let E be a rank 2 vector bundle on P3 and let s E p(E); if 
the O-locus Y of s is 2-codimensional, then it is a subcanonical curve. 
We call E “the bundle associated to Y.” 
(ii) If E is a vector bundle on P3 and PE P3, we set (see [O-S-S, 
P. 21) 
E, = stalk of E at P: it is a free O.j,,-module, 
E(P) = fiber of E at P: if mp is the maximal ideal of On3,p, 
then E(P) = E,/m,E,. 
Coherently, if s is a global section of E, we put: 
sp = stalk of s at P: it belongs to E,, 
s(P) = residue of s at P = image of sp in E(P). 
Given s, ,..., s, E H”(E) we say that si ,..., s, “generate” E at a point P E P3 
if and only if sip,..., s,,~ generate E,; this is the same as requiring that 
Al,..., s,(P) is a set of generators for the vector space E(P). Of course 
s, ,..., s, are called “generators” for E if they generate E at all P E P3. 
To give a global section s of E is the same as giving a map Op3 A E; we 
see that s, ,..., s, generate E if and only if the map @ ’ 0 p3 s E is sur- 
jective. 
(iii) We define: 
Vh, ,..., s,) = subspace of E(P) generated by si( P),..., s,(P); 
D(s i ,..., s,) = {P E IFp3: V,(s, ,..., s,) # E(P)} = set of points in P3, 
where s, ,..., s, do not generate E; 
06 I,..., s,)= {PEp3:s,(P)= ... =s,(P)=O}. 
D(s, ,..., s,) is a closed subset of P3 (in the Zariski topology); namely 
assume rank E = r; then if I > n necessarily D(s 1 ,..., s,) = P3; if r < n, for any 
point PE P3 pick an isomorphism E,= 0’ O,,,, and let pj be the jth pro- 
jection from E, to Op3,p; then D(s, ,..., s,) is defined set-theoretically in a 
neighbourhood of P by the vanishing of the r x r minors of the matrix 
( PjtsiP)h 
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Similarly O(s, ,..., s,) is closed since in the previous notation it is defined 
in a neighbourhood of P, set-theoretically, by the vanishing of all pi(siP), 
1 < j Q r, 1 d i < n. Note that O(s, ,..., s,) is the underlying set of the O-locus 
X of s, ,..., s,, indeed X has the scheme structure over O(s, ,..., s,) defined in 
a neighbourhood of P by the ideal generated by the pi(siP)‘s. 
(iv) If C, C’ are two curves, we say that they are linked by 2 surfaces 
F, F if and only if CuC’EFnF’ and 
I, ,/I,,,. = Homo,,(Oc, OFnF’), I,lZ,,.. = Homo,,(Oc~, OF,,) 
(where Zc = ideal sheaf of C, etc). 
If C and C’ have no common components, this amount to the same as 
saying that C u C’ = Fn F’. scheme-theoretically (i.e., Ic n IcS = I,, F’) (see 
[RI). 
1. ~-GENERATED BUNDLES 
Let E be a rank 2 vector bundle on P3; if E is generated by global sec- 
tions then something can be said about the minimal number of global sec- 
tions necessary to generate E, indeed we have the following (well-known) 
PROPOSITION 1.1. If E is a rank 2 vector bundle on P3, generated by 
global sections, then we can find 5 global sections which generate E. 
Of course there are bundles generated by less than 5 global sections; one 
could try to give a classification of rank 2-vector bundles on P3 accordingly 
to the minimal number of global sections which generate them, 
However, the classification obtained in this way seems not to be very 
interesting, for the following reasons: 
(1) First, such a classification can handle only vector bundles 
generated by global sections. 
(2) Second, the minimal number of global sections which generate a 
bundle may vary after twisting: 0 P3 @ 0 Pi and 0,3(1)@0,,(1) both are 
generated by global sections, but while 2 sections generate 0,3 0 OP3, 
O,j( 1) @ O,i( 1) is not generated by two sections (otherwise we would 
have a surjection 0 P3 @ 0 Pi + 0 & 1) @ 0 a,( 1) which, by reasons of rank, 
is an isomorphism). 
(3) Third, and most serious reason to drop this classification, is that 
bundles of “very different structure” may be generated by the same minimal 
number of global sections, as the following example shows: 
481/99/l-16 
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EXAMPLE 1.2. Consider the following vector bundles: the direct sum 
UP3 0 O,I( 1) and the bundle E associated to a pair of disjoint lines (E is a 
null-correlation bundle twisted by 1, see [Hl, 8.4.11). We claim that both 
are generated by 4 global sections, and not less. 
This is clear for 0 Pl @ 0 +( 1). Consider E; we have an exact sequence 
0 + OPj --, E + Z(2) + 0, where I is the ideal sheaf of a disjoint pair of lines 
L u L’. Since 3 quadrics cut L u L’ at every point, 1(2) is generated by 3 
global sections and, by the above sequence, E is generated by 4 global sec- 
tions. E cannot be generated by only 3 sections, indeed by [Hl, 8.4.11 the 
O-locus C of any global section s of E is 2-codimensional and gives an 
exact sequence 0 -+ 0 $3 + E + Z,(2) -+ 0; thus if S, , s2, s3 E p(E) generate 
E, by the sequence the O-locus of si is a complete intersection curve, so E 
splits, absurd. 
It follows that the above classification is not able to distinguish between 
splitting bundles and nonsplitting ones. 
Instead we consider the following slightly different situation: 
DEFINITION 1.3. If E is a rank 2 vector bundle, we call “generalized sec- 
tion” of E any element of @(E(n)) for some n E 2, i.e. any homogeneous 
element of @,‘_“- m @(E(n)). 
To give a generalized section s of E is just the same as giving a map 
O,,( -n) + E for some n E 2. By abuse we also indicate by s this map. 
We may rephrase the definitions contained in (iii) using generalized sec- 
tions instead of global sections as follows: 
DEFINITION 1.4. Assume s, ,..., s, are generalized section of E, 
siefF’(E(bi)) and b=max{b,}, ai=b-b,. 
(i) Given PE P3, we want to define Vp(~,,..,, s,); this can be done as 
follows: choose an element x E P(O,j( 1)) which corresponds to a plane 
not passing through P, then Vi x”‘si is an element of @(E(b)) and we set 
V,(s, )..., s,) = Vp(xU”sl )..., x%,) (thislast was already defined in (iii)). 
This does not depend on the choice of x. 
(ii) Once we defined V (s P ,,..., s,), we may repeat definition (iii) to 
define D(si ,..., s,) and O(s, ,..., s,). 
PROPOSITION 1.5. With the above notation, even ifs, ,...,s, are generalized 
sections of E, D(s, ,..., s,) and O(s ,,..., s,,) are closed subsets of P3. 
Proof: Let x E P(O,,( 1)) and let U., be the complement of the plane 
x=0. On U,, x is invertible, so we have Vi, xU’si~ @(E(b)) and moreover 
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U, n D(s, ,..., s,) = U, n D(xa’sl ,..., x%,) and this last is closed by O(iii). So 
Vx~p(O,j(l)), U,nD(s ,,..., s,) is closed, hence D(s, ,..., s,) is closed. 
The same argument works for O(sl,..., s,). 
Now we arrive at our starting definition: 
DEFINITION 1.6. Assume sl,..., sk are generalized sections of E, 
SUE p(E(a,)). We say that s, ,..., sk “generate” E if D(s, ,..., s) = 125; this is 
equivalent to saying that there is a surjection @ kO J -ai) 1: E + 0 such 
that u = (s, ,..., sk). s, ,..., sk are called “generating sections” of E. 
We say that E is a “k-generated vector bundle” (k-gen bundle) if there 
are k, but not less, generalized sections which generate E. 
Let us now try to classify rank 2 bundles on P3 regard to the minimal 
number k of generalized sections generating them. 
(k = 2) If E is a 2-gen bundle, then we have a surjection 
0,3(a) 0 O,,(b) -+ E + 0 which must be an isomorphism for reasons of 
rank, hence E splits. 
Conversely it is clear that any splitting bundle is 2-generated, so 2-gen 
bundles are precisely the splitting ones. 
We want to point out here that O,j @ O,,( 1) is a 2-gen bundle, 
however, arguing as in Example 1.2 one can easily show that no twisting of 
0 $3 @ 0 & 1) is generated by two global sections: so in definition 1.6 we 
cannot avoid the use of generalized sections. 
(k = 3) If E is a 3-gen bundle, then we have a surjection 
@ 3 0,3(ai) -+ E -+ 0 whose kernel must be locally free of rank 1, hence of 
type 0,3(b) for some be 2. Taking cohomology from the sequence 
0+0,3(b)+ 0’ 0,3(ai)+E+0 one checks that V~EZ H’(E(n))=O, 
hence [O-S-S, I, 2.31 E splits, absurd because every splitting bundle is 2- 
generated: we find that no rank 2 vector bundle on P3 can be generated by 
3, and not less, generalized sections. 
(k =4) 4-generated bundles are the principal subject of this paper: 
next paragraphs are devoted to find a characterization of them in terms 
of special properties of the curves arising as O-loci of their generating 
sections. 
Many examples of these bundles can be found in Section 2 and expecially 
in Section 3. For the moment, let us note that if E is the rank 2 vector bun- 
dle associated to a disjoint pair of lines, then we showed in Example 1.2 
that E is generated by 4 global sections, hence in particular by 4 
generalized sections; since it does not split, by the previous analysis it can- 
not be generated by less than 4 generalized sections, so it is a 4-gen bundle. 
(k = 5) By Proposition 1.1 it follows that any rank 2 vector bundle 
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on P’, after a suitable twisting can be generated by Sglobal sections, hence 
any nonsplitting bundle which is a not a 4-gen bundle necessarily must be a 
5-gen bundle. 
For an example of a 5-gen bundle, see Example 2.20. The general 
philosophy is that 5-generated bundles are the “most general” ones. 
Remark 1.7. Let E be a 4-gen bundle, generated by s, , s2, sX, sq, 
SUE @(E(ai)). We have a surjection 0” O,i( -,;)a E +O whose 
kernel E’ must be locally free, so it is itself a rank 2 vector bundle. Often, in 
the rest of the paper, we shall refer to the sequence: 
O-+E’-+@40p~(-ai)-+E+0 (2) 
Dualizing (2), we get a surjection 0” O,l(u;) ++ E” = E’( -c,(E’)), so 
E’ is generated by 4 generalized sections: E’ cannot split since otherwise Vln, 
H*(E’(n)) =0 hence by (2), Vn, H’(E(n)) =0 and E would split, absurd 
since by hypothesis E cannot be generated by less than 4 generalized sec- 
tions. 
Hence E’ is a 4-gen bundle too, and this proves that 4-gen bundles 
always arise in a pair. 
We end this section with a technical result on the generating sections of a 
4-gen bundle. 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Let E he a 4-gen bundle and let s,, s2, s3, s4 be 
generating sections of E. Then: 
(a) O(S,,S,,.~~)=~ZI, i#j, i#k, j#k, 
(b) codimD(s,,s,,s,)=2, i#j, i#k, j#k, 
(c) codim O(s,) = 2, i, j, k = 1,2, 3,4. 
Proof: (a) is obvious, i.e., P E O(Si, Sj’ Sk) would imply 
dim V,(s,, s2, s3, s4) < 1. Let us prove that codim D(s,, s2, s3) < 2: indeed 
codim D(s,, s2, s3)> 2 implies that a general plane 71 does not meet 
D(s,, s2, s3) so the restriction E, of E to x is generated by s,,~, szlrr, s~,~ 
and we get a surjection 0’ O,( -a,) s E + 0 where a, ,..., a4 are the 
integers such that Vi S,E H”(E(a,)); the kernel of u must be an invertible 
sheaf O,(b). Restricting to x also the sequence (2) of Remark 1.7 and com- 
bining with the obvious projection 0” O,(a;) -+ @ 3 O,(ai) we get a com- 
mutative diagram: 
4 
o+ E* --* @ Or(ai) + En + 0 
0 -+ O,(b) + 0 O,(a;) + E, -+ 0 
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which, by the snake lemma, gives an exact sequence 0 -+ O,(a,) -+ 
E:, -+ O,(b) + 0 which proves that E:, splits; since this holds for a general 
plane 7c, by [E-F, 1.73 E’ must split, absurd. 
Of course the same is true if we replace s,, s2, sj by any triple s,, s,, sk 
with i# j, ifk, jfk. 
Now we are able to prove (c); take, for instance, s,; if codim O(s,) < 1 
this would imply the existence of a point PE D(s,, s2, sj) n O(s,), for 
D(s,, s2, sf) has codimens~on at most 2, but then dim VP(sl,..., sq) < i, 
absurd. Hence codim O(s,) 2 2, further O(s,) # @, otherwise E(a4), having 
a nowhere vanishing section, would split. It is well known that in this 
situation we must have exactly codim O(s,) = 2 (see [HI, 1.0.11). The same 
argument works for si, i = 1,2,3. 
Finally, note that if, for instance, D(s,, s2, s3) has codimension < 1, then 
there exists PE D(s,, s2, sj) n O(s,), absurd for the above reason, and (b) is 
settled. 
2. DTRECTLY LINKED SUBCANONICAL CURVES 
In this section we study more closely the structure of 4-gen bundles. We 
begin with a characte~zation of them in terms of curves arising as O-loci of 
their generating sections. This characterization follows from a charac- 
terization of curves directly linked to subcanonical curves which was first 
proved classically by Gherardelli in 1943 (see [G]) only for the case of 
smooth irreducible curves, then it was generalized by Rao [R, 1.101. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Gherardelli-Rao). Zf Z’ is any (possibly reducible and not 
reduced) locally Cohen-Macaulay and generic complete intersection sub- 
scheme of equidimension 1 in Bp3, then the following are equivalent: 
(a) there is a su~ection @ 3 Op3( -aj) 5 It. + 0, where Z, = ideal 
sheaf of IY 
(b) Z is directZy dunked to a subcanonica~ curue T. 
Further in the implication (b) 3 (a), if Z’ and r are linked by surfaces F, , Fz 
of degree a, b, then we may choose e=(fi,f2,f3):OP3(-a)@ 
O&-b)@Op3(-a-b++) --t, I,- where c = 1 st Chern class of the bundle 
associated to Z’ andf, E p(Z,(a)), fi E @(Z,(b)) correspond to F,, Fz. 
Using this result we get: 
THEOREM 2.2. Let E be a rank 2 vector bundle and s be a global section 
of E; let Z be the O-locus of s: assume F is not complete intersection; then 
the following are eq~i~a~ent~ 
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(i) E is a 4-gen bundle and there are generalized sections s, , s2, s3 
which, together with s, generate E; 
(ii) r has codimension 2 and satisji’es conditions (a) and (b) of 
Theorem 2.1. 
ProoJ (ii) =S (i) If r has codimension 2, we have the exact sequence 
(1)0-+0,3 -3+ E+Z,(c) -0 (c= c,(E)). By (a) we have a surjection 
@30p3(-ai) AZ,+0 and since the map @(E(n))-+~(Z,(c+n)) 
induced by ( 1) is surjective tm, e lifts to a map e’: 0’ O,,( -aj) --f E( -c) 
and we get a commutative diagram: 
Q Op3(-aj) A I,+0 
lcv /I 
0+0,3(-c)+ Et--cl - I,+0 
from which we find a surjection 0,,@(@‘0,3(c-Uai)) s’e’(r)+ E-+0 
which proves the claim, since E cannot split by hypothesis. 
(i) * (ii) By Proposition 1.8, r has codimension 2, so it is locally com- 
plete intersection hence satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, so it 
enough to prove (i)*(a). Assume Vi, S,E ~(E(ai)); the induced map 
@ 3 O,j( -a) “s’*” * E, composed with the obvious projection 
E-+ E/sOp3, gives a surjection Q3 0,3(-a,)+E/sO.3 and note that by 
assumption E/s0 p3 = Z,(c). 
Remark 2.3. By the theorem, if f is a subcanonical curve which is 
directly linked to another subcanonical curve, then the bundle E0 asso- 
ciated to r is a 4-gen bundle with a surjection 0,~ @ (0 ‘O,,( -a,)) -% 
E0 + 0, where r is the O-locus of the first section of E, defined by e and the 
a:s are suitable integers. 
For the rest of the paper, in order to state compactly our results, we 
shall often use the following notation: let E be a 4-gen bundle, with a sur- 
jection @ 4 0,1( -a,) -5 E + 0, where we assume a, < a2 < a3 G ah; then we 
call s,, s,, s,, s, the 4 generalized sections defined by U, so that 
u = (s,, s,, sg, 3,); by 1.8 all these generalized sections have a O-locus of 
codimension 2; let us call C, X, Y, Z the O-locus of s,., sr, sy, ss, respec- 
tively. 
With this notation it is clear that the curve f above corresponds either 
to C or Y or 2, accordingly with the number of negative a,ls in surjection e. 
Let E’ be the Kernel of U, so that we have the exact sequence 
O-+E’+QO.,(-a,)-+E+O (2) 
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and put c=c,(E); hence c,(E’) = -c--u, -Q-U, -ua,; as we noted in 
Remark 1.7, E’ is itself a 4-gen bundle and dualizing (2) and twisting by 
-a4 we get: 
O+E(-c-u~)+Op’@Op3(u~-u4)@Op3(u,-ua,)OOp3(u,-ua,) 
A E’(c + a, + u* + u3) + 0, (2’) 
where 0 6 u3 - u4 < u2 - u4 < a, - u4. Call s:., s:, sb, s: the generating sec- 
tions of E’ such that U’ = (s:., s:, sJ,, sk) and C’, x’, Y’, Z’ their O-loci. These 
are subcanonical curves whose associated bundle is a twisting of E’ and 
they are uniquely determined by surjection U. 
Further let us define x = u2 - a,, y = u2 - a,, z = u4 - a, ; hence 
0 <x d y <z. This last notation is useful when a, = 0 (note that we may 
always assume a, = 0 if we may replace E by E(u, )); in this case sequences 
(2) and (2’) read 
O+E(-c-z)~Op~@Op~(y-z)@Op~(x-z)@OP~(-~) 
+E’(c+x+y)+O. (2’) 
Remark 2.4. With the above notation, replace E by E(u,), so that a, = 0 
and c is the first Chern class of the bundle associated to C. 
We have an exact sequence 0 -P 0,3 -% E Ji Z,(c) + 0, hence, as in the 
proof of Theorem 2.2, a surjection 0 P,( -x) @ 0 P3( - y) @ 0 PJ( -z) + 
Z,(c) + 0 determined by the images of s,, s,, s= under u; of course neither of 
these images is 0, otherwise C would be complete intersection and E would 
split, so they correspond to 3 surfaces F,, F,, F, of degree c + x, c + y, 
c+ z respectively, which contain C and generate point by point the ideal 
sheaf of C. 
By Theorem 2.1 it follows that if 2 of these surfaces intersect properly, 
they link C to another subcanonical curve (see the proof of [R, 1. lo] ). In 
fact we can give an easy direct proof that all intersections F., n F?, F, n F=, 
F-v n FT are proper. 
First, note that ifs is any generalized section of E, the image of s under u 
defines a surface F containing C which coincides set-theoretically with 
D(s,., s): 
Assume now that F,n F, contains a surface; then codim 
(D(s,., s,) n D(s,., s.,,)) = 1 but away from O(s,.), which has codimension 2, 
D(s,., s,) n D(s,., sV) coincides with D(s,., s,, sV) which has codimension 2 
by 1.8. The same argument works for F, n Fz and F,. n F,. 
So by sequence (2) it follows that C is directly linked in at least 3 ways 
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to other subcanonical curves; of course the same can be said about the 
other curves A’, Y, Z, C’, A”, Y’, Z’. 
We can say even more explicitly which are the 3 subcanonical curves 
directly linked to any of C, X, Y, Z, C’, x’, Y’, Z’, whose existence follows 
by (2). 
PROPOSITION 2.5. With the above notation, C is directly linked to C’. 
Proof: We prove that the surfaces F,Y and F, defined in Remark 2.4 link 
C and C’. Through this proof we replace E by E(a,) so that we may 
assume a, = 0 and c becomes the first Chern class of the bundle E 
associated to C. Recall that F., and F-V are defined as the U-loci of the 
images of the sections S, and sy in I,. By the proof of Theorem 2.2 the map 
O,,( -x)0 O,,( -y)@ 0,x( -z) -+ E gives rise to a commutative diagram: 
0-t F,, AOp3(-x)@Op3( -y)@O,,(-z)-+ z,(c)+0 
from which, by a standar diagram chasing, one finds the exact sequence 
0 -+ F, + O,, @ Onl( -x) @ O&-y) @ O,,( -z) a E + 0 which 
proves that F, N E’. 
Now, if C, is the curve linked to C by F,n F,,, by [P-S, 2.51, a 






O-* Ey-c) PC-C) - 0,3(-c-x)00,3(-c-y)@O,s(-c-z) 
and taking the mapping cone of the dual of the left square twisted by 
- 2c - x - y. Dualizing the left square and twisting by -z - c one finds: 
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and comparing with (3) and (2’) it is clear by construction that 
/3 = (s:., s:, sl,), further x is the obvious projection, so the mapping cone 
splits; O,, is the cokernel of tl’ twisted by -x - y - c + z and we get the 
exact sequence O,,&E’(c+x+y)+O,~(x+y+c-z)+O,,(x+y+ 
c -z) -+ 0 which shows that Co is the O-locus of s:., i.e. Co = C’. 
Remark 2.6. A similar argument proves that surfaces F, and F= link C 
to x’ and F-,,, F= link C to Y’. Repeating the process, it is clear that all the 
linkages found in Remark 2.4 effectively link the eight curves C, X, Y, 2, 
C’, C’, Y’, Z’ among one another. These linkages can be summarized in 
Fig. 1. 
EXAMPLE 2.7. Let r be a subcanonical curve formed by a disjoint pair 
of lines and let E be the bundle associated to r. In Example 1.2 we saw 
that E is a 4-gen bundle; then it is also clear from Theorem 2.2 and the fact 
that 2 general quadrics Q, Q’ through r link r to another pair of skew 
lines. It is possible to find a third quadric Q” passing through r such that 
the ideal sheaf of r is generated point by point by Q, Q’, Q” hence we have 
a surjection 0’ 0,1+ Z,(2) which, by Theorem 2.2, induces a surjection 
u: @ 4 0,3 + E, u = (s,., s.,, s,,, sz) so that I-= C in the notation introduced 
in Remark 2.3. Let us continue with this notation. 
By Proposition 2.5, C’ is linked to C by Q and Q’ hence also c’ consists 
in a disjoint pair of lines; in fact one sees that all curves C, X, Y, Z, %‘, x’, 
Y’, Z’ are pairs of skew lines or their degeneration to a double line on a 
quadric. Sequence (2) here reads: 0 + E’ -+ 0 p3 @ 0,3 @ 0 $3 0 
O,, 4: E -+ 0. This sequence is not unique, in the sense that we can find 
infinitely many different surjections 0” 0,3 -+ E + 0, changing the choice 
of quadrics through r. 
However, in this case sequence (2) is “numerically unique”: if 0 + E” + 
@ 4 0 pl( -a,) -+ E + 0 is any sequence which presents E as a 4-gen bundle, 
then necessarily Vi, ai = 0 and we return to the previous situation. To prove 
this, observe that h’(E(n)) # 0 if and only if n = -2, hence h’(E”(n)) # 0 if 
and only if n = 1 ai, but c,(E”) = -C ai - 2 and E” cannot split, so by 
[C-V, 1.51, c,(E”) is even and h’(E”((-c,(E”)/2- l))#O hence 
C a,/2 = C ai so C ai= 0; by the sequence, h’(E(a,)) #O and since 
h’(E( - 1)) = 0, we get ai 2 0 hence necessarily Vi ai = 0. 
Note also that by [C-V, 1.51 E” is associated to a disjoint pair of lines. 
FIGURE I 
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It follows that any subcanonical curve directly linked to a disjoint pair of 
lines, giving a sequence as (2) above, must be itself a disjoint pair of lines 
or its degeneration to a double line on a quadric. It follows also that no 
section of E(k), k > 0 may have a O-locus directly linked to another sub- 
canonical curve. We shall see later a generalization of these facts. 
EXAMPLE 2.8. Examples of directly linked smooth irreducible sub- 
canonical curves follow by Remark 2.11 and the examples in Section 3; 
however we wish to give here an explicit construction of such curves. 
Let Q be a smooth quadric and let C be a divisor on Q of type (3,0), 
formed by a disjoint union of 3 lines; C is a subcanonical curve, so let E be 
its ‘associated bundle. 
Any cubic surface passing through C, together with Q, links C to a 
divisor of type (0,3) (and conversely any such divisor can be found in this 
way); it follow that if W is a general cubic through C, Q and W link C to a 
disjoint union of 3 lines, hence to a subcanonical curve, i.e., E is a 4-gen 
bundle. 
If we choose W and IV’ generically among the cubits containing C, 
Q n W and Q n IV’ link C to 2 disjoint divisors of type (0, 3) on Q, hence 
Q, W, IV’ generate point by point the ideal sheaf of C, i.e., they determine a 
surjection 0,,(-2)~~.~(-3)~~,3(-3) -%,+o, which, by 
Theorem 2.2, gives in turn a surjection 0,3@0,30 0,3( - l)@ 
O,j( - 1) -1: E + 0, U= (s,., s,, s,, s,) and C=O-locus of s,, as in the 
notation of Remark 2.3. 
By Remark 2.3 and 2.6, C’ and x’ are linked to C by Q n W and Q n IV’, 
respectively, hence if W and IV’ are general enough, they both correspond 
to a disjoint triple of lines. 
Y’ is linked to C by Wn IV’. Hence C is cut out by cubits, we may 
assume W smooth, hence for a suitable choice of generators L, e, ,..., e6 for 
Pit W we may assume that C is of type 6L- 3e, - 3e,- 3e, - 2, - 
2e,-2e,; then Y’ is of type 3L-e,-e, -e6, and conversely any such 
divisor arises as Y’ for a suitable choice of IV’. One can easily see that a 
general divisor of type 3L - e4 - e5 - e6 on W is smooth irreducible, hence 
if the choice of W and IV’ is general enough, Y’ is a smooth irreducible 
subcanonical (elliptic) curve of degree 6. 
By Proposition 2.5 and Remark 2.6, surjection u also determines the 
curve Y, which is linked to C’ by W and another cubic surface w” passing 
through C’; W” also is determined by U, so reversing the previous dis- 
cussion, one sees that we can also assume that Y is smooth irreducible, 
obtaining an example of 2 smooth, irreducible, directly linked subcanonical 
curves. 
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We try to generalize, in the rest of the section, some aspects of the 
previous examples, expecially the “numerical unicity” of sequence (2) for a 
4-gen bundle and the smoothness of some directly linked subcanonical cur- 
ves. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let s, ,..., s, be generalized sections of a rank 2 vector bundle 
E, SUE ti(E(a,)) Vi, with a=max ai. Assume s,,..., s, generate E over an 
open subset U c P3 : then ifs is a general sum s = C xisi E @(E(a)), where 
Vi, xi E LP’(O &a - a,)), the O-locus of s is smooth over U. 
ProoJ: We use the trick of [Hl, 1.43. Let V be the subspace of 
@‘(E(a)) generated by all sums s=C xisi, xiEH”(Op,(a-a,)); in 
A( I’) x U consider the subvariety W defined as W= {(s, P) = 0} with the 
induced scheme structure. 
Let 7c be the projection W + U; over any PE U the fiber of 1z is the affine 
space built on {SE V:s(P)=O}; since E(a) is generated by the elements of 
V over U by assumption, all these spaces have the same dimension 
dim(V) - 2; hence by [H, III, 10.23, rc is a smooth map, so W is smooth. 
Let f: W -+ A( I’) be the other projection; by the theorem of generic 
smoothness if SE V is general, the fiber of f over the point of A(V) 
corresponding to s, which is precisely the O-locus of s, is smooth. 
PROPOSITION 2.10. Let E be a 4-gen bundle, with a surjection 
u = (SC, s,, sy, s,): 0” O&--a,) - E, where a, da,<a,<a,, as in 
Remark 2.3; then changing s, and s, if necessary in the surjection u, we may 
assume that the O-locus Y of s, is reduced and the O-locus Z of s, is smooth. 
Proof: First, note that given a surjection u as above, changing sy with a 
general sum asy + bs, + qsC, aE @, be @‘(O&a, -a,)), qE fP’(O,, 
(a, -al)) we get a new surjection like u and moreover D(s,., s,, s),) does not 
change. 
On the open set U= P3 - D(s,., s,, s,), E(a,) is generated by s,., s,, sy, so 
replacing s, be a general sum as above, by Lemma 2.9 we may assume Y 
smooth on U. By Proposition 1.8, D(s,., s,, s.,) has codimension 2: take a 
point Pi for every irreducible component of D(s,., s.,, s,); since by 1.8 again 
O(s,, sX, s,,) = 0, then a general sum asy + bs, + qsC as above does not 
vanish on any Pi, hence changing s, if necessary, we may assume that Y 
intersects D(s,, s,, s,,) in a finite number of points. Thus Y is smooth away 
from a set of dimension 0 and since it is locally complete intersection, it has 
no embedded components, so it is reduced. 
The claim for Z follows similarly from the fact that E(a,) is generated by 
S c, s,, sy, s, on the whole [Fp3. 
Remark 2.11. It has been shown in Example 2.7 that in general we can- 
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not assume Z smooth irreducible; however, we note here that, with an 
argument very similar to the proof of Proposition 2.10, one can see that we 
may assume Z smooth and irreducible when clj < a,; indeed Y reduced 
implies h’(E( -c- a3 -n)) =O, Vn >O, so that Z is connected since 
h’(Z,)=h’(E(-c,-a,+(u,-a,)))=O. 
In Section 3 we shall produce examples which shows that in general we 
cannot assume C or X reduced. 
COROLLARY 2.12. Let E he a 4-gen bundle with a surjection u: 
@40P~(-aj)-++E,a,da,ba,da4andletc=c,(E); then 
(a) Vn< -~-a~, h’(E(n))=O 
(b) Vn < a,, h’(E(n)) = h’(O,,(n - a,)), hence in particular Vk < a,, 
h”( E(k)) = 0 
Proof: (a) Proposition 2.10 in particular implies the existence of a sec- 
tion s, of E(a,) whose O-locus Y is reduced curve. Hence by 
0 -+ Op3 --+ E(a,) -+ Z,(c + 2a,) + 0 since h’(Z,(m)) = 0, Vm < 0, we get the 
claim. 
(b) Put E’ = Ker u; then E’ itself is a 4-gen bundle and we have a sur- 
jection 0” 0,3(ai) * E’” =E’(c+C ai): applying (a) to this situation we 
get h’(E’(n)) = 0, Vn <a*, from which Vn < a*, h’(E(n)) G h’(O&n - a,)), 
but by surjection U, E(a, ) has a global section (no direct summand can be 
mapped to 0 by u since otherwise E would be 3-generated) hence Vn, 
h’(E(n))a h’(O,,(n -al)). 
Remark 2.13. Let we call a section SE @(F(n)) (for a sheaf F over lP3) 
a “minimal section” if h’(F(n - 1)) = 0. Then Corollary 2.12 implies that s, 
is a minimal section of E and s, is a minimal section of E/s,.Oa,. 
In particular the number a, is well determined by the bundle E alone 
and does not depend on the surjection u that we choose; it is the number 
such that E(a, - 1) has no section, while @(E(a,))#O. 
Similarly a2 is well defined by E alone: it is the first integer such that 
h’(E(a,)) ’ h”(0,4a, -a, 1). 
Now we can see also that the number a3, a4 are determined by E alone 
and do not depend on the surjection U. 
THEOREM 2.14. Let E be a 4-gen bundle with a subjection @40,+ui) S 
E + 0, where we assume a, < a2 d a3 6 u4. Zf uo: 0” O,j( - bi) -H E, 
b, < b2 d b, d b, is another surjection, then Vi, a, = bi. 
ProoJ By Corollary 2.12 and Remark 2.13, we already know that 
a, = b, and a, = 6, since they are invariants of the bundle E. 
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After replacing E by E(a, ) we may assume a, = 0 ( = b, ), so with the 
notation of 2.3, we get a2 =x ( =b2), a3 = y, u4 = z. Put E’ = Ker U, 
Eb=Keru,;thenc,(E’)= -c-x-y-zandc,(Eb)= -c-bl-bZ-b3-- 
b,= -c-x-b,-b, (c=c,(E)). Dualizing u we get O+E(n--c)-+ 
0.3(n)@0.3(n+X)@0,3(n+y)~0p,(n+z)~E’(c+x+y+z+n)+0 
V~EZ. from which we find isomorphisms H’(E’(c+x+ y+z+n))- 
H*(E(c+n)) which commute with multiplication by any element 
q E lY’(O,,(q)), as one can see taking cohomology from the commutative 
diagram: 
o-+ E(n-c) ~0.3(n)@0.3(n+X)@0.3(n+y)@0,3(n+z) 
I I 
O+E(n-c+q)+ Op3(n+y+q)OOp3(n+z+q) 
-+ E’(c+x+y+z+n) -0 
I 
+E’(c+x+y+z+n+q)-+O 
where the vertical arrows are defined by multiplication by q. 
It follows an isomorphism between @,“= ~ co H*(E(n - c)) and @,“= _ oc 
(E’(c + x + y + z + n)) as graded R = @,“= ~ co @(O&n))-modules. 
Similarly also @,“= ~ a, H*(E(n - c)) and @,“= _ 3. H1(Eo(c + x + b, + 
b4+n)) are isomorphic as graded R-modules, hence E’(c+x+ y+z) and 
Eo(c + x + b, + b4) have the same first cohomology module, so by 
[Rl, 2.41, they have the same Chern classes. Equating the first Chern 
classes, we get c + x + y + z = c + x + b, + b, hence y + z = b, + b4, using 
this fact and equating the second Chern classes we get also yz = b,b,. 
So b, and b4 are integers which have the same sum and product as y, z 
and since b, <b, we must have y = b,, z = b,. 
Remurk 2.15. Let f and r’ be directly linked subcanonical curves: in 
Remark 2.3 we saw that the bundle E associated to I- fits into an exact 
sequene like sequence (2) so that (in the notation we introduced there) r 
corresponds either to C or X or Y or Z. It is easy to see that, for a suitable 
choice of surjection U, one may also assume that r’ is either C’ or X’ or Y 
or Z’. In this sense, for a suitable U, the linkage between r and f’ is one of 
those represented in the table of Remark 2.6. 
In general f’ is not the unique subcanonical curve directly linked to r, 
but there are infinitely many of them (see, e.g., Example 2.7), however, we 
can prove that r determines only 3 possibilities (at most) for the degree, 
the genus and the whole postulation of such a f’. 
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Indeed, assume, for instance, r= C (in the notation of Remark 2.3) so 
that surjection u reads 0,3@0,3( -x)00+( -y)Oct,,( -2) .% E+O, 
where the numbers x, y, z depend only on E, hence on r, and not on the 
surjection. By Remark 2.6 we may assume, for a suitable choice of U, that r 
corresponds either to C’ or x’ or Y’, that is, setting E’= Ker U, r’ is the 
O-locus of a global section either of E’(c+x+ y) or E’(c+x +z) or 
E’(c+ y + z); this gives the 3 possibilities for the numerical characters of 
r’. Indeed if, for instance, f’ is the O-locus of a section of E’(c + x + y) then 
its characters are determined as follows: 
deg(r’) = c,(E’(c + x + y)) = c(x + y + c) + xy - deg(r); 
arithmetic genus of F’ = (deg(F’) . (c + x + y - z - 4)/2) + 1, 
h’(Z,.(n))=h’(E(c+x+y-n-4)), 
h”(z,(n))=ho(0.3(z+n-c-x-y))+ho(0.3(n+z)) 
+ ~O(~~3(n + 2 -x)) + hqOp3(n -t z- y)) 
+ h”(0,3(n)) - h’(E(n + z)) + h’(E(c+ x -I- y-n - 4)) 
and all these numbers depend only on E, hence on r. 
So, roughly speaking, one can say that every subcanonical curve is 
directly linked to other subcanonical curves of at most 3 different types. 
Another consequences of Theorem 2.14 is that given any 4-gen bundle E, 
there are at most 4 numbers ai such that E(ai) has global sections whose O- 
locus is a curve directly linked to another subcanonical curve; so the 
property of being directly linked to other subcanonica1 curves is not com- 
mon to all the O-loci of generalized sections of E; in particular if k $0, no 
global section of E(k) has a O-locus with this property (for a further dis- 
cussion of this fact, see Proposition 2.21). 
In Remark 2.13 we saw that if E is a 4-gen bundle, then the numbers a,, 
a2 of sequence 2 have a concrete characterization in terms of invariants of 
the bundle E; we want to give a similar characterization even for u3, a4. To 
do this we use the following numerical criterion to decide when a map 
8” 0 & -ai) -+ E is surjective. 
PROPOSITION 2.16. Let sl , s2, .s3, s4 be generalized sections of a rank 2 
vector bundle over P3, sj~@‘(E(ui)); put c,(E)=c, c,(E)=d. Assume 
that codim D(s, ,..., s4) 2 3; then the ~~d~&ed map u = (s, , sl, s3, sq): 
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0” O,,,( -a;) + E is surjective (i.e., D(s,, s2, s3, s4) = 0) if and only if the 
number 
r=d 2c+xa. ( ~)~c2(c+~ai)-C(~ia~a~)-,~j,i~,,+kaiajak 
is 0. 
Proofi It follows easily from Porteus formulas for the Chern classes of 
the degeneration locus of the map U. To give an alternative proof, put 
E’ = Ker U, Y = Coker U; then we get a sequence 
4 
o+E’+ @ Op3(-ai)--% E-,9+0. (4) 
2’ has support on the finite set DO, > 32, $3, $41, hence 
9” =&‘(LZ, O,,) = E&t’(Y, O,,) = 0; put k = length of 9. 
E’ is reflexive by [H2, 1.11, since Im(u) E E is torsion free: dualizing (4) 
twice one gets 2’ = ExJ’(E’“, 0,3), so that by WA 2.63, 
c3(EI) = c3(EIY) =/i’(3) = k; further by [H2, 2.71, c,(9) = c?(Y) = 0, 
~~(2’) = 2k. 
It is clear that u is surjective if and only if k = 0 and by (4) examinating 
the Chern polynomials, we find exactly k = r. 
However, we shall see in Example 2.20 that the pure numerical con- 
ditions of the existence of numbers a , ,..., a4 such that r = 0 is not by itself 
sufficient o ensure the existence of sections si E H”(E(a,)), i = l,..., 4, which 
give a surjection @ 4 0 & - ai) -+ E + 0. 
LEMMA 2.17. Let s ,,..., s, be generalized sections of a rank 2 vector 
bundle E, S,E Zf’(E(ai)); assume D(s~,..., s,) # 0. Then: 
(a) Zf there is SE @(E(q)) such that codim D(s,,..., s,, s) = 
codim D(s, ,..., s,) + 1 then Vm Z q there is s’ E p(E(m)) such that 
codim D(s, ,..., s,, s’) = codim D(s, ,..., sn) + 1; 
(b) if E(q) is generated by global sections, then there is s E p(E(q)) 
such that codim D(s, ,..., s,, s) = codim D(s, ,..., s,) + 1. 
Proof. (a) It is enough to take a plane II = (q = 0) which does not 
contain any component of D(sl,..., s,) and to put s’ = qneqs. 
(b) Take a point Pi for every component of D(s, ,..., s,,), then choose 
s so that Vi, s(P,)# V,(s ,,..., s,). 
FROFWSITION 2.18. Let E be a 4-gen bundle, with a surjection 
u: @40pj(--aj) --H E, u=(s,,s~,s~,s~) al~a2~aa,ia,. Then: 
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(a) a4 is the minimum such thut E(u4) is generated by glohul sections, 
(b) a3 is the minimum of’ the set (a: there c~xists  E H”( E(a)) n,ith 
codim D(s,, s2, s) 3 2). 
Proqf Changing E with E(u,) we may assume that U, = 0, then with 
the notation of Remark 2.3, we have a2 =x, a3 = y, a4 = 2, further C is the 
O-locus of a global section of E. Put L’ = c,(E), d = c2( E) = deg C. 
C is linked to x’ by surfaces F., and F= of degree c + x and c + 2, respec- 
tively (Remark 2.6) and deg x’ > I, otherwise C is linked to a line and E 
splits [R, 2.41 thus (c + x)(c + Z) - d> 1. 
(a) Of course by surjection U, E(a,) = E(z) is generated by global 
sections. Assume E(z - I ) is generated by global sections; by Remark 2.4, 
D(s,, s2) coincides set-theoretically with F, hence it has codimension 1; 
since there is si E @(E(y)) with codim D(s,, s2, s3) 3 2 by Proposition 1.8, 
and (c+z)(c+x)-d>l, we can find by the above lemma 
s E P(E( y + (c + x)(s + z) -cl)) and s’ E @( E(z - 1)) such that 
codim D(s, , s2, S, s’) 3 3; applying Proposition 2.16, we get a surjection: 
and since the pair y + (c + x)(c + Z) - d, z - 1 cannot be equal to y, z since 
(c + x)(c + y) - d > 1, this is absurd by Theorem 2.14. 
(b) As before, if there is SE @(E(y - 1)) with D(s,, s2, s) of codimen- 
sion 2, then by Lemma 2.17(b) there is S’E @(E(z+ (c+x)(c +z)-d)) 
with codim D(s,, sZ, s, s’) > 3 hence by Proposition 2.16 the map 
O~~OO,~(-x)~O,i(l-p)~O~~(d-~-(c+x)(c+z))-tEinduced by 
s,, s2, s, s’ is a surjection, absurd as above by Theorem 2.14. 
Remark 2.19. If C is reduced, we can give an alternative charac- 
terization of a3 and uq. Namely in this case, as in the proof of 
Corollary 2.12, we get: 
Vn<u,, ho(E(n))=ho(O~~(n-u,))+ho(O~~(n-a,))+ho(O~~(n-a,)) 
hence s3 is a minimal section of E/(s, Op3 + s,O,,) and sq is a minimal 
section E/(s, O,, + szO,j) and sq is a minimal section of 
E/(stOp3 +s2 Op3+s30ip,); this determines the numbers u3, u4. 
Now we are able easily the proof of the existence of a rank 2 vector 
bundle on P3 which cannot be generated by 4 generalized sections, i.e., the 
proof of the existence of a 5-gen bundle. 
EXAMPLE 2.20. Let f be a curve formed by a disjoint union of 4 lines 
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not lying on a quadric. Let E be its associated bundle, so that c = c,(E) = 2 
and d= c,(E) = 4. 
We have an exact sequence 0 + 0 Ipj + E + I,-( 2) + 0, from which we get 
h”(E( - 1)) = 0, so r is the O-locus of a minimal section of E, moreover 
ho(E) = 1, therefore by Corollary 2.12 and Remark 2.13, if E is a 4-gen 
bundle, then r is directly linked to another subcanonical curve. The ideal 
sheaf of r is generated point by point by 4 cubits, hence the above 
sequence shows that E( 1) is generated by global sections. 
It follows by Proposition 2.18 that if E is a 4-gen bundle, we must have a 
surjection 0” Op3( -a,) + E + 0 with a1 = 0, az = a3 = u4 = 1, but this is 
impossible, since these numbers do not fulfill the numerical condition of 
Proposition 2.16. Since moreover E cannot split, because r is not complete 
intersection, it is a 5gen bundle. 
Note that E has the same Chern classes of the bundle associated to a dis- 
joint union of 4 lines on a quadric, which is a 4-gen bundle; in particular 
there are numbers a,,..., u4 which, together with c,(E) and cl(E) fulfill the 
numerical condition of Proposition 2.16, hence this condition alone is not 
sufficient to decide whether a bundle is 4-generated or not. 
Finally we point out another consequence of Proposition 2.16. 
PROPOSITION 2.21. Let E be a 4-gen bundle, with a surjection 
e4 0,1( -a,) S E + 0. Then for i = l,..., 4, a general s E p(E(a,)) has a 
O-locus which is directly linked to another subcanonical curve. 
ProoJ We give the proof for the case SE @(E(u,)). Let si,..., s4 be 
the generalized sections of E defined by u; we are done if we prove that 
s, s2, s3, s4 generate E, by 2.2. By 1.8, codim D(s,, sJ, s4) = 2; pick a point 
Pi for every irreducible component of D(s,, So, s4) and set 
Aj= {~E@(E(u,)):s(P~)E Vpj( s2, s3, s,)}. The Aj’s are proper subspaces 
of @(E(al )), because of the existence of si ; so if s E p(E(a, )) is general, 
Vj, Pj#D(s, s2, s3, s4) thus codim D(s, s2, sj, s4) 2 3, but now apply 
Proposition 2.16 to the map (s, s2, sj, s4): 0” O,,( -a,) + E. 
So we see that the property of having a O-locus directly linked to another 
subcanonical curve is “open” in any vector space @(E(n)). 
3. FURTHER EXAMPLES 
In this section we give a way for constructing many examples of 4-gen 
bundles. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let r,, r2 be two disjoint conic, lying on planes A~, 71~ 
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and put r= f, u r2. Let Q,, Q2 be the cones which project f, , r2 from a 
point P$rci urr 2; rc, u 7c2 and Q, u Q2 link r to another pair of disjoint 
tonics r hence the bundles E and E, associated to r and r’ are 4-gen 
bundles. 
We have c,(E,) = 3, hence by Theorem 2.1 we get a surjection 
0 & - 2) @ 0 & - 3) @ 0 & - 4) 5 1 hence by Theorem 2.2 a surjection 
OP,@(OP,(l)@O,,@OP,(-l)) 3 E+O, where r is the O-locus of the 
first section defined by U; going back to the notation of 2.3 we have that u 
isasurjection~4Op~(-~i)~Ewitha,=-1,az=a~=O,a4=1and~ 
is the O-locus of s, or sY so that we may take r= X. 
In this example C’ is not reduced, indeed by e it is linked to r by rc, u rrc2 
and a cubic but every cubic passing through r must necessarily contain the 
line rri n x2 since f n rci n rrn2 has degree 4, moreover it follows as in 
Remark 2.15, since c,(E( - 1)) = 2, that deg(C’) = 2 hence C’ is a double 
structure on rri n rc2. By the symmetry of this example, also C is a double 
structure on xi n 7~~. Note that starting with the bundle E, even changing 
surjection u we can never assume C reduced for by Theorem 2.14 the num- 
bers ai above are fixed so C is always the O-locus of a section of E( - 1) but 
by Corollary 2.13 h'(E( - 1)) = 1 so all the sections of E( - 1) have the 
same O-locus. 
More generally, take 2 disjoint plane curves of the same degree d; their 
union r is a subcanonical curve directly linked as above to another sub- 
canonical curve hence the associated bundle E is 4-generated and we have 
a surjection O&d- l)@OP~@OP~$OP~(l -d) sc~s~sPsz P E-+0, where 
r = o-locus of s,. 
In Example 2.7 and 2.8 we produced some stable 4-gen bundle, here we 
note that since c,(E) = d + 1 and E( 1 - d) has some section, if d> 3 by 
[Hl, 3.11 E cannot be stable nor semistable, so we have examples of non- 
stable 4-gen bundles. 
This example can be generated in several ways, as follows. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let I;, , F2 be surfaces of degree a and G,, G2 be surfaces 
of degree b > a, such that ri = F, n G1 and r, = Fz n G, are disjoint cur- 
ves; then r= r, u r, is a noncomplete intersection subcanonical curve. If 
F,, Fz, G,, G, are general enough, the intersection (F, u F,) n (G, u G2,) 
links r to another subcanonical curve r also formed by the disjoint union 
of 2 complete intersection curves of the same type. So the bundles E and E, 
associated to r and r are 4-gen bundles and since c,(E,) = a + 6, by 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 we get a surjection O&b - a) @ Op3 @ Op3 @ 
O&u-b) sc~sx*sy~sz  E + 0 where r is the O-locus of s,. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let ri, r,, rX be 3 disjoint tonics, all formed by the 
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union of 2 coplanar lines say Ti = Liu Mi and put rci = plane of fi. Put 
r=r,vr,vr3. 
One can easily see that r lies on a quartic W which contains no line rij = 
7cin rcj. 
W and rrl v x2 u rc3 link r to another curve r’ formed by 3 disjoint 
tonics, hence r and r’ are subcanonical; by Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 it is 
now easy to compute that if E is the bundle associated to f then we have a 
surjection Op~~0,3@Op3(-l)@Op4-1)+E+0. 
More generally, given 3 curves r,, Tz, r3, Ti formed by the union of d 
coplanar lines and Tin rj = @, then r= rl u r, u r, is a subcanonical 
curve whose associated bundle E is 4-generated with a surjection 
O&d-2)00.3@0,3(-1)@0,3(-d- 1) s~.s~x~s~~s~ , E+(), 
where r = O-locus of s,. 
Elementary geometric onsiderations, as the ones used above, prove that 
given 4 disjoint plane cubits, all formed by the union of 3 lines, then there 
is a sestic surface passing through them which, together with the union of 
their planes, link their union r to another subcanonical curve of the same 
We. 
An so on. Starting with the previous examples one may construct many 
other examples, mixing the various techniques. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. In all the previous examples we always started from two 
directly linked subcanonical curves “of the same type,” i.e., we had a dis- 
joint pair of lines directly linked to another disjoint pair of lines, or 3 dis- 
joint tonics linked to 3 disjoint tonics, and so on. In particular, following 
the notation of Remark 2.3, we always found situations where C and C’ 
have the same degree, aritmetic genus and the same postulation. 
From sequence (2) and Remark 2.3 this implies that in all these examples 
E and E’(c + x + y) have the same Chern classes and the first cohomology 
module of E is autodual, up to shifting. We prove here that this situation is 
not general. 
If c,(E) = c,(E’(c + x + y)) then we get x + y-z = 0; we show that this 
condition may fails. Let tl, t,, t,, t4 be homogeneous coordinates on lP3 
and let r be the curve defined by the homogeneous ideal: 
r is obviously not reduced; by [C-V, Sect. 31, r is subcanonical and for a 
general choice of a, n, m, d it is not complete intersection; the degree of r is 
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nma and o,=O,((l-a)d+(m+n)a-4), hence if E is the bundle 
associated to r we have c=c,(E)= (1 -a)d+ (m +n)a. It is clear from I 
that the ideal sheaf I, of r is generated point by point by the 3 surfaces of 
equations t;” = 0, ty = 0 and tf;‘-“t; - ti-“‘t: = 0, so that we get a surjec- 
tion 0 n3( - na) 0 0 n3( -ma) 0 0 n3( - d) + Z, which implies the surjec- 
tion Op~@IOp~(c-na)@O,~(c-ma)@Op~(c-d) 3 E+O. 
If we choose d and a very large, then c<O, and O<c-na< 
c-ma<c-d, so in the notation of Remark 2.3, x=na-cc, y=ma-c, 
z=d-c and r=C; hence x+y-z=(n+m)a-d-c=(2-a)d (using 
the expression for c= c,(E)) and this last number does not vanish in 
general. 
Going to a concrete case, put n = m = 1, a = d = 3. Then one can com- 
pute the whole function h’(Z,-(n)), indeed if S is the surface of equation 
t: t, - tit, = 0 containing f then r corresponds on S to the divisor 3L 
(L = rred) and one can compute directly the values of h’(Z,(n)), which are 
resumed in the following: 
WA)) Always 0 0 1 3 5 5 2 0 Always 0 
n -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
from which it is clear that a,“= _ o. H’(Z,-(n)) = @,“= ~ a, H’(E(n)) cannot 
be autodual. 
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